Introduction to Besen
LED Neon Flex
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* Photo provide by distributor Interlite AB, Sweden
Though glass neon has long been the mainstream of the outdoors linear
lighting for decades and while it held a long history it still held a lot of
weaknesses. The weakness on glass neon are well known and include
complicated installation,fragile, potential shock hazards, high maintenance
cost, high power consumption,and are typically ruined in severe weather.
Manufacturers keep on seeking new alternatives but none of them have
been able to solve these weaknesses. These “Self Proclaimed” alternatives
to glass neon still suffer from one or more of the weaknesses of glass
neon.
At the beginning of this century Besen, the global leader in modern
linear lighting solutions, invested in the research and development of a
revolutionary product called LED Neon Flex. Utilizing advanced LED
technology and materials
processing techniques LED Neon Flex compares to glass Neon visually
however LED Neon Flex is not ridged. LED Neon Flex can be cut with
standard tools and bent by hand to form. Installation can be completed in
minutes instead of hours and most importantly, it gives off no hot spots.
LED Neon Flex is waterproof and utilizes standard AC or DC voltages
which make the product safer than glass neon. LED Neon Flex is not
breakable and is virtually indestructible
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LED Neon Flex began a revolution but Besen did not stop there. In
keeping with our tradition of continually researching and developing
the latest technology and processes Neo-Neon is proud to
announce new revolutionary enhancements to the LED Neon Flex
Products.
Besen has incorporated the very latest encapsulated high graded
LED’s in a new and unique PVC jacket housing which achieves
equal brightness and visual intensity to that of glass neon. Now there
is truly a glass neon replacement which is the “new and improved”
LED Neon Flex Professional.
Honorably and justifi ably Besen has been awarded and holds an
invention patent in China and holds a portfolio of worldwide patents
for the LED Neon Flex.
This invention patent stands to strengthen the promoting and
distributing LED Neon Flex by our global partners who continue to
share in this products success and profi tability.

Leadership and Innovation comes at a cost. Due to the enormity
of the success of our invention and our patented product, LED
Neon Flex,there has been a surge of “non-licensed” imitations
emerging in the market and infringe on our patents. These
unscrupulous copies are of poor quality and are being sold at
prices relative to their inferior quality
level.
The good news is this did not come as a surprise. Since we
have been in this business for 27 years and have unveiled and
introduced many innovative products this cycle has happened in
the past. Educated by history Besen, unbeknownst to most, has
been preparing to answer this challenge to protect our
customers and the market we
have earned the legal right to.
Besen is now offering two levels of patented LED Neon Flex.
These levels are Professional Type and Economical Type
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Features and Beneﬁts
• Unique PVC single jacket design
• 100% unbreakable & waterproof

High and Even Brightness
LED Neon Flex is comprised of a string of LED’s spaced at a speciﬁc distance apart
sufﬁcient illuminate the specially designed oval-shaped encapsulating jacket to
produce light with uniformity and neon-like brightness.

Long Lifetime and Durability

LED Neon-Flex combines the very latest in LED technology in a complete new
ﬂexible and optically engineered structure to provide extreme long life and durability.

Low voltage, Energy Saving

The 24V LED Neon Flex Glass Neon 1.8 W / Ft. (R) or 1.44W / Ft. (Y, O, B, G,
W) 8.75 W / Ft
Based on 300Ft for red ﬁxture
Region
Glass Neon LED NEON Flex Annual Savings Cumulative Savings
USA Midwest $1,839.6
$378.4
$1461.2
$14612(in 10 years)
(0.08$/kWh)

Flexibility

Where Glass Neon Fails
LED Neon Flex Prevails
Create Various Patterns – Ideal for Outlines, Cove, Sconce, Architectural Accenting, and
any application as a direct replacement to Glass Neon.
LED Neon Flex™ is available in a wide variety of colors such as Red, Green, Yellow, Blue, Hot
Pink, Warm White, Ultra-Warm White, and RGB.
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Energy saving is based on local costs per kilowatt hour, 24 hours per day,
365 days per year
Power consumption for traditional glass neon: 8.75W/Ft,
Power consumption for LED Neon Flex: 1.8W/Ft(R) or 1.44W/Ft (Y, O, B, G,
W, W22, P).
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LED Neon Flex has been proven to save customers up to 70% or more in
energy costs. By way of comparison to glass neon:

LED Neon Flex, as its name suggests is highly ﬂexible. LED Neon Flex can be bent
to a minimum radius of 4cm, and can be cut to desired lengths and provided with
cutting marks for accuracy. LED Neon Flex is very easy to shape various corners,
curves, lettering, logos, patterns, motifs, and all other applications where tradition
glass neon is applied.

Safety
Unlike neon lights that have to run on a very high voltage of 15.000V, LED Neon Flex
operates internally on 24V, LED Neon Flex is shatterproof, emits very little heat and
is absolutely safe to use indoors and out.

Transportable And Easy To Install
LED Neon Flex comes supplied in rolls in cartons which substantially reduces
size and weight thus increasing ease of transport. LED Neon Flex saves customers
considerable amounts of money in reducing installation time and Glass Neon is
extremely fragile and heavy due to the need for supporting structures therefore it is
expensive to package and ship. Because of the fragility and heavy weight primarily
due to its supporting infrastructure, traditional neon light is expensive to package and
ship. LED Neon Flex , with minimized size and light weight, provides the handling
beneﬁt so that it is easy to transport, Similar to LED Rope, with its specially
designed accessories, LED Neon Flex is easy to install and can save your
tremendous labor costs. Energy cost comparison between traditional glass neon and
LED Neon Flex.
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We just make LED Neon Flex & Strip Light
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Product and Factory Certification
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LED Neon Flex DIP Plus
·

LED Neon Flex Plus is the latest addition to its family to achieve an ultra high lumens efficacy. LED Neon-Flex Plus’s increased
lumens stemmed from the application of high quality, high brightness LEDs coupled with an enhanced PVC mixture used in the
main housing extrusion process. This optical gain enhancing PVC increases homogenization of the light effect which translates the
maximum amount of lumens consistently delivered to the surface of the Neon-Flex Plus.
Take white color of LED Neon Flex Plus for example, it can achieve a lumens feeicacy of 36.1Lm/W and 63Lm/Ft. LED Neon Flex
Plus assuredly will expand the proliferation of Besen’s LED Neon-Flex as a direct replacement to traditional glass Neon.LED Neon
Flex Plus is only a bit higher in price, but it has better brightness to meet high luminous flux requirements for specific market. It is
available in Red,Y ellow, Blue, Green, White color. Please contact us for details.

Features：

Consistent and stingent wavelength control standards +/- 3nm
-Ultra bright & Low light attenuation LEDS
-Milk white diffuser.White PVC base edge to increase luminosity
-100% unbreakable,100% waterproof
-Low voltage safety.cool for touch
Low heat,Low maintenance cost
-1/10 the energy consumption of glass neon
-Fully enclosed electronics:no exposed glass
Tubing as with neon
-Environment protection,Work temperatiure:-20C~60C
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Speficications
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LED Neon Flex DIP Economical
LED Neon Flex (Economical) is the latest version in its family developed by Besen to meet low cost requirements for specific
market. Most of factors remain the same, such as cover material, copper wire, craftwork. Compared with Professional, it is much
lower in cost, but accordingly it sacrifices in certain degree of brightness, quality assurance, illumination evenness and so on.
Please contact us for details.
Compare:Professional LED Neon Flex uses Superior Grade Ultra Bright LED’s that are strictly consistent in wavelength
specification by +/- 5nm. The outer jacket of the LED Neon Flex (Professional) is constructed of two layers of PVC which has an
effect on the optical enhancement of the LED color and light transmission efficiency. As such LED Neon Flex (Professional)
maintains the highest stability and lowest amount of lumens depreciation over time “longer-life”. Additionally LED Neon Flex
(Professional) is structured with a white PVC base jacket that is designed to reflect “shape” the light that is emitting from the LED
and to redirect the light upward and outward to the surface of the product thus enhancing the actual and perceived brightness. All
of the factors above also contribute to the lack of Chromatic Aberrations with (Professional) type LED Neon Flex

Features and Benefits
·Milky white diffuser
·White PVC base edge to increase luminosity
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Speficications
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Comparison between DIP Professional and DIP Economical
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Comparison Table (LED Neon-Flex Plus, Professional LED Neon Flex and Traditional Glass Neon)
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LED Neon Flex SMD 2835 Plus
LED Neon Flex SMD 2835 Plus achieves an ultra high lumens efficacy. LED Neon-Flex Plus’s increased lumens stemmed from
the application of high quality, high brightness encapsulated DIP LEDs coupled with an enhanced PVC mixture used in the main
housing extrusion process with a higher density of LEDs per cut unit. This optical gain enhancing PVC increases homogenization
of the light effect which translates the maximum amount of lumens consistently delivered to the surface of the LED Neon-Flex
Plus.
Take white color of LED Neon Flex Plus for example, it can achieve a lumens efficacy of 19-22Lm/pcs and 2640Lm/M. LED Neon
Flex Plus assuredly has expanded the proliferation of Besen Neon’s LED Neon- Flex as a direct replacement to traditional glass
Neon.
LED Neon-Flex Plus is only a bit higher in price, but it has better brightness to meet high luminous flux requirements for specific
market LED Neon-Flex Plus is available in Red, Yellow, Blue, Green, and White colors.

Features and Benefits
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• 21lumen/led
• New Ultrabright SMD2835 LEDs
• Flexible
• Unique PVC single jacket design
• 100% unbreakable & waterproof
• Low Voltage, low Heat, Safety
• Extra Long Life
• Easy to Install
• Low Maintenance Costs
• 1/10 the energy consumption of glass neon
* Letter P represents Ultra-brightness

Speficications
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LED Neon Flex SMD 2835 MINI
MINI LED Neon Flex 2835 uses Superior Grade Ultra Bright SMD LED’s that are ultra bright ,each LED lumen 19-22/pcs and
2640Lm/M . The outer jacket of the MINI LED Neon Flex 2835 is constructedof two layers of PVC which has an effect on the
optical enhancement of the LED color and light transmission efficiency.
As such LED MINI LED Neon Flex 2835 maintains the highest stability and lowest amount of lumens depreciation over time
“longer-life”. Additionally Professional MINI LED Neon Flex 2835 is structured with a white PVC base jacket that is designed to
reflect “shape” the light that is emitting from the LED and to redirect the light upward and outward to the surface of the product
thus enhancing the actual and perceived brightness.

Features and Benefits
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• Consistent and Stringent Wavelength
control standards +/-5nm
• New Ultrabright SMD2835 LEDs
• Mini Size, More Flexible
• Unique PVC single jacket design
• 100% unbreakable & waterproof
• Low Voltage, low Heat, Safety
• Extra Long Life
• Easy to Install
• Low Maintenance Costs
• 1/10 the energy consumption of glass neon

Speficications
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LED Neon Flex
(Color Jacketed)

LED Neon Flex (Color Jacketed) embodies every feature and benefi t of the (Grade A) LED Neon Flex with the addition of a colored
outer PVC jacket.
In some applications it is more desirable to have the color of the jacket match the color of the light emitted so that in the daytime the
LED Neon Flex applied design can be seen without the LEDs being powered on.
Typically the LED Neon Flex (Color Jacketed) is applied to signage designs or architectural designs that are indoor or outdoor in
close proximity to the view of people.
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Speficications
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Crystal LED Neon Flex
(Transparent & Color Jacketed)

Crystal LED Neon Flex (Transparent & Color Jacketed) embodies every feature and benefi t of the (Professional) LED Neon Flex
with an optical and color enhancement to the PVC jacket material.Crystal LED Neon Flex (Transparent & Color Jacketed) was
designed with a optically transparent and pigmented PVC jacket to increase the brightness of the product to enhance far fi eld
viewing and to lend itself well to daytime viewed designs.
Crystal LED Neon Flex (Transparent & Color Jacketed) applied to structures that are intended to be viewed from long distances
such as bridges and high-rise skyscraper type structures and where the designer desires the product to appear the same color
when the product is not illuminated. Up close the Crystal LED Neon Flex (Transparent & Color Jacketed) appears pixilated however
at far fi eld viewing distances appears solid just like the LED Neon Flex (Professional) type.LED Neon Flex (Professional) type is
intended for more near field viewing thus requires the milky PVC jacket for even light distribution.
Often a combination of both LED Neon Flex (Transparent & Color Jacketed) and LED Neon Flex (Professional) is applied to
projects depending on their proximity to the intended viewers.
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Speficications
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Connection and Accessories

Accessories and Connection Options

Installation Notes

_____________________________________________________________________
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Package Examples

• A Catalog is not a substitute for a user
manual. The installation illustrations to the
right are for reference only.
• Always follow the instructions in the
provided
user manual.
• Cut only on the cut marks provided on the
fi xture housing.
• When applying linear solutions to a channel
make certain to use an appropriate silicone
adhesive between the base of the channel
profi le and the fi xture housing to eliminate
stretching over time.
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DIP RGB LED Neon Flex
Crystal RGB LED Neon Flex
RGB LED Neon Flex embodies all the benefi ts of LED Neon-Flex (A-Grade) with the additional of RGB color changing
technology. RGB LED Neon-Flex provides complete RGB color changing through intensity changes of the R, G, B, LEDs. Crystal
RGB LED Neon Flex embodies all the benefi ts of RGB LED Neon-Flex with the additional of a optically enhanced clear PVC
jacket design.
The clear jacket design provides greater luminosity for far field viewing applications as with the Crystal LED Neon-Flex. When
viewed in a near fi eld manner the LED source is easily defi ned however at long distances from the viewing audience Crystal
RGB LED Neon Flex appears even and consistent as with RGB LED Neon Flex.
Crystal RGB LED Neon Flex incorporates new Ultrabright LEDs to enhance the products brightness. RGB LED Neon Flex is a
perfect replacement where traditional glass neon is applied in various colors to achieve a color changing appearing effect and
when the viewing distance is far fi eld. Crystal RGB LED Neon Flex provides virtually 16.7 million colors of linear color changing.
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Speficications
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SMD 5050 RGB LED Neon Flex
RGB LED FLEX NEON embodies all the benefits of LED FLEX NEON regular type with the additional of RGB color
changing technology. RGB LED FLEX NEON provides complete RGB color changing through intensity changes of the
R, G, B，LEDs chips.
RGB LED Flex Neon is a perfect replacement where traditional glass neon is applied in various colors to achieve a
color changing appearing effect. RGB FLEX NEON provides virtually 7 colors of linear color changing.

Features and Benefits
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·Full RGB linear color control of up
to 7 color
·Consistent and stringent
wavelength control standards
+/- 3nm for R, G, B LED ·New ultra-bright SMD 3-in-1 RGB LED
5050
·White PVC base edge to increase luminosity
·Milky white diffuser
·Same size with LSN single color regular type to be
compatible in some accessory application
·Even & unique mixed colors
·Controlled with 4 wires 3 circuited general controller,
it can emit 7 single colors: Red, Green, Blue, Yellow, Magenta,
Cyan, White.
Cantion:Never Light R,G&B full on for more than 30 minutes to
avoid LED damage

Speficications
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Connection and Accessories
Controllers and Power Supplies

• A Catalog is not a substitute for a user
manual. The installation illustrations to
the right are for reference only.
• Always follow the instructions in the
provided user manual.
• Cut only on the cut marks provided on
the fixture housing.
• When applying linear solutions to a
channel make certain to use an
appropriate silicone adhesive between
the base of the channel profi e and the
fixture housing to eliminate stretching
over time.
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Installation Notes
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Mini LED Neon Flex
(Color Jacketed)
Ultra-thin LED Neon Flex
Mini LED Neon-Flex (Color Jacketed) embodies all the features and benefi ts of Mini LED Neon Flex™ however the outer PVC
jacket is colorized to match the LED illumination color for day time viewing.
Ultra-thin LED Neon-Flex embodies all the features and benefi ts of LED Neon Flex however the Physical profi le is
engineered smaller to facilitate additional types of applications where a smaller profi le is required. Additionally Ultrathin LED Neon-Flex™ incorporates a fl exible PCB with the latest in SMD LED technology.

ULN
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MLN

Speficications
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Connection and Accessories
Power Supply and Connection Accessories

• A Catalog is not a substitute for a user
manual. The installation illustrations to
the right are for reference only.
• Always follow the instructions in the
provided user manual.
• Cut only on the cut marks provided on
the fixture housing.
• When applying linear solutions to a
channel make certain to use an
appropriate silicone adhesive between
the base of the channel profi e and the
fixture housing to eliminate stretching
over time.
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Installation Notes
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Top View Flat Neon Flex
The top view neon flex differs in its structure from the rest of the neon flex range as it bends vertically.Making it adaptable to
many situations.The top view’s though PVC protection offers UV and water ingress protection.The smooth got free light will
create a feature in any space.
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FLAT MINI:9*18CM
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FLAT SINGLE:16X16CM

FLAT RGB:11.5x21CM

Speficications
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Flat Neon Flex RGB
The continuous smooth light effect of the RGB Neon is both weather resistant and robust.RGB color changing neon offers
a large spectrum of vibrant colors.Our RGB Neon Flex is available in Top View construction.All three designs offer
supreme brightness in challenging environments.
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FLAT MINI:9*18MM
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FLAT SINGLE:16X16MM

FLAT RGB:11.5x21MM

Speficications SIZE:11.5*21MM
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ZHONGSHAN BESEN LIGHTING FACTORY

2006

sales10@besentech.com

visit us : www.besenledlight.com
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